
1660 Cadillac  #1
Québec, Québec G1L 3Y2
418-380-3184
mercier.f@videotron.ca
Languages oral and written: French and English.
France Mercier
Professional experience

2000-2005
Translator
Chrysler Automotive
	Alpha (proofreading, marketing)
	Translation of 2 books (one on skateboard and the other on white magic)
	Sakar (multimedia, computer,)
	BOMI VIDEOTAPE PRODUCTIONS LTD (transcribing)
	Fe-Q (book, marketing, medical, management, technical, automotive, government), translation of a book
	Ad Verbum (technical, computer, automotive, general)
	OCE (technical, automotive, computer, general)
	Global Translations (technical, general)
	Meinrad.cc
	TransGlobal (Technical)
	Translator Queendom (Psychology)
	Proofreader Telvar Inc
	Faenza Sales Handbook (Technical)
Specialty Mineral Inc  (Management-Policies-Workshops)
CMP Metal Products  (Quality Manual)
	Faenza  (Europe-Litterature)

La Plume d’Oie   Proofreader
1998–2001	Université de Hearst	Hearst
Writer-Translator-Teacher
Writing articles on French language.
	Designing posters.
	Translation commercial products Glit Mississauga.
Work with teens dropouts.
	Carrer orientation.
	Teacher/Evaluator


1996	Université de Hearst	Hearst
Writer-Translator
Writing a script about sexual harassment. Stage director for this production.
	Translation commercial products (Glit Mississauga).

1989–1994	Écoles	Hearst-Kapuskasing-Timmins
Teacher-Translator-Writer
Work with dropouts.
Career orientation.
	Evaluation school reports.

Counseling.
In charge of grants.
Teaching French as a second language.
	Translating a mining publication distributed in Quebec and Europe (Directories North Publication, Timmins).
Translating  commercial products.


Contractuelle              Centre Consultation Embauche Jeunes        Hearst
	Production manager of French videos to be used in workshops.


1987–1989	Conseil des Arts	Hearst
Manager– Program  agent
In charge of programming and executive tasks.
Collaboration with governmental agencies.
Promotion and organization of cultural activities.
In charge of fund raising.
Announcer at the local radio station.
Writing, reporter for local newspaper.





1985–1986	Services à la Jeunesse	Hearst
Assistant-Coordinator
Worked on a study establishing the need of a Youth Center in Hearst.
Fund raising.
Organized social activities.
Writing articles for the local newspaper.
Worked with a group of students in drama and leadership.
Writing and producing shows.
In charge of promotion.


Education
1996	Université de Hearst	Hearst
	Bachelor of Arts in French and Psychology.

1992		Hearst
	Ontario Teaching Certificate.

1968	École Normale L’Islet	Isle
	Teaching Certificate Quebec.



Interests
Reading, research, music, arts.

										 	 

